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We can’t prove the Big Bang 
occurred, there is just a theory
with lots of circumstantial evidence

There is a high probability 
that it happened

We can’t see the beginning

after all who has seen a quark?



Georges Lemaitre Pius XII

The first word of the bible:  fiat lux

It appeared to me that there were two paths to 
truth, and I decided to follow both of them.



the first instant at the bottom of space-
time, the now which has no yesterday 
because, yesterday, there was no space
Georges Lemaitre in The Primeval Atom

The evolution of the world can be compared to a
display of fireworks that has just ended: some few red
wisps, ashes, and smoke. Standing on a cooled cinder,
we see the slow fading of the suns, and we try to recall
the vanished brilliance of the origin of the world.
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Einstein’s theory of gravity in 1916 excited the world
But his universe was static. Then along came Friedmann
and Lemaitre 

expansion of the observed universe

Georges Lemaitre’s notes on cosmological models from 1927



Einstein: Your calculations are correct, but your physics
is atrocious…This is too much… suggesting… a  

creation. 

Lemaître: The hypothesis of the primeval atom is
the antithesis of a supernatural creation.

1927



Einstein saw the  evidence…

Einstein and Hubble at Mount Wilson in 1931, and the universe changed



and Einstein soon changed his mind: 1933

This is the most 
beautiful and 
satisfactory 
explanation of 
creation I have 
ever listened to.
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the mystery of dark energy
aka Λ the cosmological constant

Energy of  the vacuum



The case for acceleration

Betoule



Dark energy accelerates

Distant type Ia supernovae are too faint! 

we measure   dark matter minus dark energy

Since it’s a constant
its just a late-time effect
…but dominant!

Adam Riess Saul Perlmutter Brian Schmidt



• discovery of acceleration
• due to repulsion, like antigravity 
• the paradox, its so small
• its all due to nothing, aka the vacuum 
• string theory accounts for all particles
• Requires 6 extra space dimensions
• many, many options for geometry
• each is a universe, the multiverse
• anthropics & goldilocks 
• inflation predicts many bangs
• Swampland prediction of quantum cosmology



Einstein: pressure acts like gravity
The vacuum has energy and pressure due to quantum fluctuations.
But its negative pressure, hence source of  antigravity

compression increases normal  pressure
rarefaction increases quantum pressure, oppositely to normal pressure  

Heisenberg’s principle:  
∆ energy x ∆ time = Planck’s constant



75%

4%

21%

The worst prediction in physics!

we observe

we predict

We are in error by a  trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion



• discovery of acceleration
• due to repulsion by gravity 
• paradox, its so small
• string theory accounts for all particles
• requires 6 extra space dimensions
• many, many options for geometry
• each is a separate universe, in the multiverse
• each has a a different value of dark energyark

energyanthropics & goldilocks 
• inflation predicts many bangs
• Swampland prediction of quantum cosmology



Elementary particles are strings



Strings in the sky?
a prediction



a 6-d universe 
viewed  in 2-d

10-33  cm
Now the extra 
dimensions are
curled up

there are many of 
these, each with 
different  dark energy



Multiverse with 10500 universes



• Each universe is different
• Ours has the standard model of particle physics 
• This needs  fine-tuning
• This occurs in about 0.1% of the universes



• dark energy: the incredibly low value observed 
requires extreme fine tuning

• by 0.00 (120 zeros) 001, but we can do it!
• we have a choice of 10500 different universes 

according to  superstring theorty



The multiverse theory can’t make any predictions … it 
can explain anything…                                     George Ellis

We live in one tiny pocket where the value of the cosmological 
constant is consistent with our kind of life          Leonard Susskind 

A. Linde



anthropics & goldilocks: few are just right for life 
all we need is one: most have too much dark energy, 
too much acceleration, so too young
They are sterile: any stars and planets that form, are 
ripped apart by dark energy

our  presence selects the universenflatio



INFLATION 
size of the universe,  geometry, and fluctuations   

Alan Guth

Andrei Linde

1980



a small universe

a big universe



Eternal
inflation
generates 
many big 
bangs

Eternal inflation produces 
a nearly infinite number of 
inaccessible universes



• diEternal inflation creates the multiverse
• Swampland prediction of quantum cosmology
• scovery of acceleration
• du to repulsion by gravity 
• paradox, its so small
• string theory accounts for all particles
• Requires 6 extra space dimensions
• many, many options for geometry

• Almost all of the universes predicted by 
quantum gravity are strongly decelerating

• The big crunch is inevitable
• Bad news: It happens too soon



What next in cosmology?

• The multiverse hypothesis is  untestable
• Perhaps this doesn’t matter if our theory is compelling
• But now even the best theory is pessimistic
• Could  assume dark energy is small because it always 

was: it’s just one more property of nature
• Or let’s wait for a new theory of everything,
• After all, general relativity is only  a century old, and we 

probably have 5 billion years ahead of us



history of the universe



My preferred solution

• The Big Bang
“it's an irrational process, and can't be described in scientific terms”

We need a better beginning

• A bouncing universe

Fred Hoyle 1951

Quanta Magasine 2018

Unfortunately we have no theory for a bounce, yet!
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